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Chairman’s overview

ASPASA - Contributing Towards Development that is Sustainable

Harley Dent - Chairperson: ASPASA
ASPASA views sustainable aggregate and sand production in a bit of a
different light than what the common view of sustainability generally is.
ASPASA therefore calls this document “Contributing Towards Development that is Sustainable”.
To just have development is one thing - to ensure it is sustainable is
different.
ASPASA and its members therefore identify sustainability as a business approach that integrates the
environment, social responsibility and economic prosperity, thereby ensuring the long-term supply of
aggregates and sand to society in South Africa.
The Aggregate and Sand Industry in SA, which ASPASA represents, plays such an important role in
the lives of the South African people, as aggregate, crushed stone, sand and gravel are truly the
basic materials that make modern life possible and enjoyable. We build better societies for a better
country and, in the years to come, we can proudly say that our industry had contributed to something
remarkable.
As we have seen with the Soccer World Cup, stadiums, roads, railway lines, etc., were all built with
aggregate and sand. (Cement and bitumen is used as the glue to keep it all together.)
Yes, it therefore now shows that SA has been upgraded and completely competent to host such a big
event, the first World Cup to be held on African soil. Now SA can benefit and yes, the developments
that have taken place are all sustainable. Aggregate and sand has played its important role in ensuring
this. We can now look forward to hosting other major events in this country, as it has been proven that
it can be done.
This 2010 document therefore serves two very important purposes. ASPASA celebrates its 20th
anniversary this year, highlighting where we’ve started off from and what we have experienced
over the years, to where we would like to be in future. It also acts as an informational means of
communication to educate and create awareness of our industry and the contributions we make,
not only to the financial sector, but to society and the environment as well.
ASPASA thanks its members for supplying quality products, keeping in mind the need for health and
safety, environmental and other issues. Our customers can rest assured that, regarding products
supplied from an ASPASA member, every measure has been taken to ensure that the products have
been extracted in the most environmentally responsible way possible.
We trust the nation will now continue to keep developing in a manner that is truly sustainable.
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Glossary of terms
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Aggregate is the name given to the different sized
stones that are used in the building, construction
and road-making industries.

proportions. Concrete is the most widely produced
product by mankind worldwide. Aggregate
typically forms between 60 to 80% of concrete.

Sand is the collective name given to finer
aggregate components. Broadly speaking there
are two types of sand, namely:
• natural sands derived from, for example,
rivers; and
• crusher sands derived from the aggregate
crushing process.

Crushing plant refers to the production facility
associated with the quarry used to beneficiate the
rock into various grades of product. The crushing
plant comprises various crushing units and
screens linked via conveyors.

Note: For simplification in the rest of the document
we will utilise the term aggregate to include both
stone and sand.
Asphalt is a product comprising between 90 to
95% aggregate and 5 to 10% bituminous binder.
Asphalt is utilised for surfacing roads, airport
runways and parking areas.
BEE refers to Black Economic Empowerment.
Beneficiation is the process through which the
initial product is upgraded into higher value
products, for example the beneficiation of coarse
unsorted rock into sized aggregates.
Cement is the “glue” used to bind the aggregates
in the production of concrete. Cement requires
water to activate the chemical reaction known
as hydrolysis. Simply put, that is the chemical
reaction that causes cement to harden and, when
mixed with aggregates, form concrete.
Concrete is the product formed when mixing
cement, aggregate and water in the correct

Limestone is a naturally occurring rock consisting
essentially of calcium carbonate (CaCO3).
Limestone is the major ingredient in cement.
Quarry is the term used to describe the surface
mine from which rock is mined and processed into
aggregate.
Note: the Dimension Stone industry, which involves
the selective quarrying of certain igneous rock,
marbles and quartzite for use as building façades,
counter tops or paving, does not form part of the
aggregate industry.
Readymix Concrete is a manufactured premixed concrete supplied directly to customers.
It is available in different strengths for varying
applications and is delivered to the construction
site through a fleet of concrete delivery vehicles.
Sustainable Development is defined as development that meets the needs of the present
generations without compromising the ability
of future generations from meeting their own
needs.
SME refers to Small Medium Enterprise.
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Mankind is driven by a natural inclination to shape,
develop and improve the environment in which
they live and work.
Since the beginning of time, these goals have
been achieved through association, with people
of similar interests coming together to form
bodies that are designed to represent their
common interests. Through these associations,
whole industries evolved recognisable codes of
conduct, ethical foundations, self-regulatory
practices and lobbying skills, techniques and
practices to the benefit of their members, their
industry, and indeed the society in which they
operate.
The history of the aggregate and sand quarrying
industry in South Africa is a history of gradual
association. From the early years of family
owned businesses geographically dispersed
around the country, the growth of the industry
has been paralleled by the amalgamation of these
businesses into larger companies.
As time went by, the need for the formation
of a professional body arose to address issues
on behalf of the industry, and to coordinate
industry opinions. A number of geographically
diverse associations were formed. However,
despite their best interactions, the officers of
these associations were unable to develop the
time or the energy required to successfully
achieve their mandates. These frustrations
were compounded by the fact that, individually,
they could not command the necessary
credibility with the authorities.
In a momentous meeting of the captains of the
quarrying industry at the Quarrying Annual

Conference in Durban in March 1990, a steering
committee was duly appointed to formulate the
functions of a new body, with the inclusion of
full-time staff. As a result, ASPASA was formed on
23 August 1990.
ASPASA stands for the Aggregate and Sand
Producers Association of Southern Africa.
Membership to ASPASA is voluntary, with a
requirement that all members have to commit
to the ASPASA Constitution, Codes of Practice,
Environmental Policy, Quality and Health and
Safety policies. To ensure compliance, members
are regularly audited against the respective policy
goals and standards through participation in well
established audit programmes.
ASPASA is a member of the Chamber of Mines,
but represents those companies that are in the
business of producing aggregate and sand, and
are better known for operating quarries, gravel
and sand pits and crushing and screening
operations.
Through our member commitment to our codes
and policies, this national body proudly represents
and promotes reputable aggregate and sand
producing companies in South Africa. ASPASA
aims to encourage the sound and sustainable
economic development of the industry and of
other industries closely allied to it.
This publication seeks to:
•	Promote a greater understanding of the
aggregate and sand industry, and its commitment and role in promoting sustainable
development in South Africa;
• Present a compelling argument for sound and

Coedmore Quarry - Durban
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consistent co-regulation within and of the
industry, so as to promote that development;
and
• Promote the goals and objectives of the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa,
as well as other applicable legislation.
ASPASA represents the majority of the formal
quarry industry in South Africa and recognises
that for sustainable development to occur,
members, authorities, communities and all other
stakeholders need to promote development that
is truly sustainable both in the short term and
long term. By quarries being part of a well
recognised industry body such as ASPASA,
they have been able to take advantage of the
economic growth South Africa has faced over
the last few years. By hosting the 2010 Soccer
World Cup and the development of the Gautrain
Rail Network, including government’s continual
expenditure on infrastructure, the industry has
contributed to a historic event in the lives of
people representing this generation, and will
continue to do so in the years to come.
The construction industry is reliant on quarries
to provide quality aggregate, and knowing that
aggregate from a certain quarry is mined in
accordance with ASPASA’s vision and values, they
can rest assured that extraction of this product
was done in an environmentally responsible
manner.
In order for ASPASA to do this, the following
precursors are driven right down to even the
smallest quarry members:
• Equitable and sound co-regulation and control
of the aggregate and sand industry;

• Consistent application of National Legislation
	contained in the MPRDA, NEMA, National
Water Act and other applicable legislation;
• The emphasis on optimal resource recovery
and utilisation from existing facilities with
supplementation of market need by new mines
that have fully satisfied all necessary licencing
and similar environmental requirements that
are applicable to existing facilities;
• To work together and cooperate with related
Industry and Representative Bodies.
ASPASA is not just involved in regulating the
industry and assisting in the identification of
illegal mines around the country; ASPASA also
lobbies government to regulate the industry
sensibly and consistently. Many would consider
the aggregate and sand industry to be relatively
smaller or low scale when compared to other
mining industries in the country, but having been
recognised as one of the top 5 revenue generators
behind gold, platinum group metals, diamonds
and coal, the aggregate and sand industry is a
significantly greater contributor to the South
African economy than previously recognised.
This also confirms the scale of operations taking
place around the country, and supports the
requirements for aggregate and sand producers
around the country to have an industry body that
would represent their interests and concerns to
higher policy and decision makers.
ASPASA therefore:
•	Keeps Government informed as to the overall
well-being of the industry and the effectiveness
of regulations in achieving common goals;
• Influences bodies such as the Institute of
Quarrying, Mining Qualifications Authority
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	and others to ensure that education and
employee skills are developed;
• Engages in proactive industry discussions on
HIV and AIDS to identify and implement
effective actions to protect employees;
• Engages and focuses on environmental and
health issues with the objective of zero injury
and negative impacts on health and well-being
in the workplace;
• Participates actively in bodies such as the Mine
	Health and Safety Council, the MQA Board, and
the Chamber of Mines Executive Committee;
• Actively participates in the upliftment of
surrounding communities and is proactive in
the promotion of the Mining Charter.

3.1 ASPASA Vision
ASPASA is committed to represent a healthy and
sustainable aggregate industry.

3.2 ASPASA Mission
• Represent the interests of the Aggregate
Industry;
• Influence the legal framework for the industry
and its application in the fields of mining
licences, quarry rehabilitation, mine health and
safety and product quality;
• Act as a forum for its members;
• Establish ASPASA members as aggregate
suppliers of choice on the basis of the standards
that its members have elected to adhere to.

3.3 Objectives of ASPASA
• Protect, in collaboration with other bodies
with similar objectives to those of ASPASA
(for example, the Chamber of Mines), the
interests of its members regarding legislation
or other measures affecting the industry;
• Lobby Government Departments, Provincial

and Local Authorities and other bodies
issuing legislation and regulating the
		 industry, namely:
• Interact with the government on the
		 assessment of the environmental impact
		 of aggregate mining and engage on
		 quarry rehabilitation, whilst promoting
		 the image of the Industry as being
		 environmentally responsible;
• Provide input and collaborate in setting
		 training and education standards (as
		covered by the CLAS) for the industry, and
foster the development of skills;
•	Coordinate the safety programme of
ASPASA and raise the members’ awareness
of safety as a key value of ASPASA’s
constituency;
• Coordinate opinion building, policies and
		 activities within the industry;
• Gather the stakeholders at industry
		 meetings in which matters relating to
		 ASPASA’s missions are discussed, such
		 as the regulatory framework, safety and
		 environment;
• Advance aggregate products through the
		 promotion of research, participate
		 in technical forums and influence product
		 specifications;
• Disseminate information on usage of
		 aggregates to members, gather and issue
		 statistics on the industry (in strict
		 compliance with the provisions of the
		 Competition Act 1998);
• Develop ASPASA as a brand name standing
		 for producers of quality aggregates;
• Monitor the compliance of its constituency
		 with the standards its members have
		 elected to adhere to.
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3.4 Current Standing
Representing a variety of opinions from some
of the largest to some of the smallest quarrying
concerns in the country, ASPASA is today uniquely
positioned to best represent the needs, the views
and the future growth and standing of all its
members, its customers, the industry as a whole
and indeed the nation in which it operates.
ASPASA is a relatively young association in a
relatively young democratic country. As such
it is able to base its evolving credo, ethics,
commitments and practices on a rock-solid
understanding of its industry and the needs
of its members, as well as the society it serves.
After a long history of diversified resources,

the quarrying industry in South Africa now
boasts a united association that is willing and
able to blast a way forward to a better future
for all its internal and external stakeholders
alike. Albeit young in comparison to other
industries, ASPASA supports development that is
sustainable through the “Triple Bottom
Line” approach, in which financial, social and
environmental resources are viewed as critical
aspects of a business, and need to be managed
judiciously to achieve continuous survival and
sustainable development. In support of this
approach, ASPASA launched the “About Face”
and “ISHE” programmes to member quarries
to promote the achievement of sustainable
development in a quarrying environment.

3.5 ASPASA Organogram
ASPASA Organogram
AGM
MANCOM
Specialist Committees

DIRECTOR

Regional Committees

Health & Safety

Gauteng

Human Resources & Training

Free State/Northern Cape

Environmental

Eastern Cape

Transport

Western Cape

Public Relations

North East

Technical

KwaZulu-Natal
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3.6  Membership
In the battle for survival in the aggregate and
sand business today, you need a strong voice for
stating our case. Companies rely heavily on trade
associations to keep them informed of legislation
and other regulatory developments that affect
their interest. An association such as ASPASA
focuses on national as well as provincial issues.
Membership of ASPASA is voluntary. In order to
achieve the Vision and Mission objectives ASPASA
offers two classes of membership, namely:
Producer Membership - a membership category
open to all commercial aggregate and sand
producers in the industry in Southern Africa.
Associate Membership - a membership category
open to all suppliers to the aggregate and sand
industry. Other companies, organisations or
persons who wish to be associated with ASPASA
may apply to the Mancom to become associate
members and may be admitted as associate
members at the discretion of Mancom.
Membership includes both large scale and
small scale surface miners with production
capacities from in excess of 1 million tons to 50
000 tons of aggregate per annum. All members
benefit from full-time ASPASA staff who are
well-seasoned in national politics, and working
closely with strong government committees.
ASPASA is also an information gathering and
lobbying network, providing members with
relevant up-to-the-minute data and advice to
act on whatever threat or opportunity that may
arise.

3.7  Joining ASPASA
ASPASA membership affords members the
opportunity to network with other role players
in the industry through conferences, specialist
meetings and regional meetings. These forums

provide opportunities for associate members who
are suppliers to the industry to interact with the
industry itself.
Coupled with this, adding weight to the
representation of
interests on a national
level, ASPASA membership is an investment
in a company’s future success with benefits
including:
• Industry Member Support;
• Information forums and updates on regulatory
matters, including education facilitation;
• Lobbying capacity;
• Expertise development and support to
members in their businesses;
• Improved industry standing;
• Excellence in ethical and legal conduct;
• Advice and representation in Health, Safety
and Labour Relations.

3.8  ASPASA Code of Ethics
The ASPASA Code of Ethics is based on the
recognition that South Africa is a country in
transformation. This process is designed for the
renewal of our society, the improvement of our
quality of life, and moral and ethical development
through socially accepted standards and
measures.
Response to human needs by producing goods
and services is a worthwhile activity, deserving of
material reward. Therefore the members of ASPASA
undertake to conduct their business or businesses
in accordance with the ASPASA Code of Ethics.
ASPASA members desire to adopt the code of ethics
in which (accepting that the competitive private
enterprise systems is the best means of ensuring
that the requirements of the customer are met),
the foundation of their business is integrity, fair
dealings and the provision of efficient service.
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Obligation to Customers

Obligation to Competitors

Accordingly, the members of ASPASA commit
themselves and their organisations to the
following principles of business ethics:
• To disclose relevant information regarding our
products and not to mislead customers about
our product;
• To charge the agreed price, or where no price
was agreed, a fair price;
• To supply our products timeously, and keep the
customer informed of any delays in supply;
• To maintain standards of quality in accordance
with our understanding or any agreement
made with the company;
• To provide a reasonable guarantee of
conformation of the product to industry
standards, and replace or otherwise make good
any product which is below standard;
• To provide a ready means for the customer
to lodge complaints about the quality of the
products;
• To not permit or condone any acts of
bribery;
• To respect the confidentiality of sensitive
producer or customer information.

We undertake:
•	Not to cast negative aspersions on a
competitor or its products;
• To compete in the industry fairly and within
the parameters of the law and accepted
commercial competitive practice;
• Not to acquire confidential information of a
competitor by suborning his employees, or by
any other improper means.

Obligation to Suppliers
We undertake:
• To inform a supplier of any bribe or attempted
bribe by the supplier’s personnel of any of our
employees or ourselves;
• To terminate dealings with any supplier that
bribes or attempts to bribe our employees;
• To meet our obligations to suppliers or
creditors within the time agreed;
• To inform suppliers or creditors timeously
of any inability to meet our obligations, and to
take account of the interests of our suppliers or
creditors when requesting an extension of time
in which to pay.

Obligation to Employees
We undertake:
• To deal courteously with employees, having
regard to cultural sensitivities and individual
dignity;
• To give due attention to training and
development of employees;
• To provide safe working conditions, including
adequate machinery and equipment, protective clothing and competent supervision in
terms of applicable legislation;
• To promote without discrimination, and
provide opportunities for promotion;
• To recognise employees’ efforts by fair
remuneration and other means;
• To comply with laws governing labour
relations and conditions of employment;
• To deal openly and fairly in collective bargaining with the employees or their
representative.

Obligation to Society at Large
We undertake:
• To pay due regard to safety, occupational and
public health considerations.
• To participate within our means in projects
that will uplift the community in which we
operate.
• To strive for excellence in our environmental
management.

ABET training for employees of AfriSam

A school built by Exxaro
Glen Douglas in Daleside, SA
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3.9 Policies and Commitments
Health and Safety
ASPASA is committed to contribute and cooperate
within the quarry and mining industry in order to
provide safety information and systems and to
ensure that no operating condition or situation
can ever justify endangering the life or health of
any person.
ASPASA’S objectives are:
• Compliance with applicable Health and Safety
legislation.
• Support efforts in improvement to Health and
Safety in the workplace.
• Assist members in addressing Health and
Safety risks.
• Maintain communication channels with
authorities and affected parties.
• Participation in the ASPASA Health and Safety
(ISHE) Audit programme.
• Integration of Health and Safety management
in the day-to-day management functions.
• The commitment, participation and cooperation of all our employees are vital to the
success of this programme.

Environmental Policy
ASPASA
recognises
that
Environmental
stewardship of natural resources serves as
the foundation for sustainable development.
Accordingly, ASPASA and its members commit
their operation to:
• Responsible mining and rehabilitation
practices.
• Compliance with applicable environmental
legislation.
• Integrating environmental management in the
day-to-day management functions.
• Optimising the recovery and use of resources.
• Providing relevant environmental training and
awareness to their employees.
• Maintaining communication channels with
authorities, neighbours and other stakeholders.
• Participating in the ASPASA About Face RSA
Environmental Management Programme.
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3.10  Black Economic Empowerment
ASPASA embraces the vision to create an industry
that will proudly reflect the promise of a nonracial South Africa.
This is seen as a key success factor in creating a
truly sustainable aggregate sector of the South
African economy.
In doing so, ASPASA recognises the legacy
of exclusion of blacks, and women from the
mainstream of the economy. ASPASA therefore
supports the adoption of a proactive strategy to
foster change and to encourage black economic
empowerment and transformation in a
meaningful and economically sensible manner.
ASPASA therefore subscribes to the aims of the
broad-based black economic empowerment
charter for the mining industry.
In particular, ASPASA recognises that the pillars
of transformation related to employment equity,
community participation and development,
procurement from HDSA companies and HDSA
ownership must not only be supported, but
will contribute meaningfully to sustainable
development in Southern Africa.

RSA programme as early as 1994. At the time
of introduction, the programme was loosely
based on the North American Stone Association’s
About Face programme under agreement from
the association. The South African programme
was adapted with more emphasis on actual
physical environmental practice at participating
perations as opposed to the more aesthetic
approach of the American programme. In the
initial years About Face was a voluntary environmental assessment programme conducted
by industry-based personnel with limited
participation from representatives of the
authorities. In 1994 there were 29 participants to
the programme across the country.
Over a relatively short period the About Face
programme has been improved through the
input from the ASPASA Environmental Committee
and the external ISO 14 001 Accredited Auditor
who now leads the biennial audits at participating quarries.
The 2008 About Face programme has been based
on the ISO 14 001 Environmental Management
System and has been the most stringent
assessment to date. The auditors for the
programme are external environmental auditors,
Messrs Bram Raubenheimer and Henk van
Tonder.

3.11 Programmes
About Face Environmental Management
The mining industry is under pressure to act in
a responsible manner with regard to environmental matters. In South Africa the aggregates
and sand producers who belong to ASPASA
have also accepted the need to be responsible
and therefore ASPASA initiated the About Face

The 2008 programme assessed 103 member
quarries with results ranging from an acceptable
58.4% for a new member quarry to 95.7% for a
member who has participated in the programme
since inception. Recognition for achievement
in the programme comes in the form of Fish
Eagle Awards, ranging from 1 Fish Eagle to 5 Fish
Eagles. For participants who score over 95% a
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coveted Showplace Award is issued. As a result
of the experience gained over the years and the
suggestions which have come from the industry,
the Evaluation Manual has been revised from
time to time. The present revision is a major
recasting of the evaluation process, although
it does not affect the spirit and intentions
of the original programme. Confirmation
of the more stringent 2008 programme
over the 2006 programme is confirmed
by the dramatic reduction in the number

of Showplace Awards issued between
the two years. In 2008, only two Showplace
Awards were handed out, and those went to
AfriSam’s Coedmore and Verulam operations.
We wait in anticipation for the 2010 About
Face results! The following table illustrates
the continuous improvement of members
participating in the programme since its
inception, which shows overall commitment to
ASPASA’s policies and procedures.

The ASPASA About Face Programme assesses environmental performance against the following
category criteria:

Category

Typical assessment criteria

General Requirements

Aspects associated with the establishment of an EMS

Environmental Policy

Aspects associated with the operation’s environmental policy

Environmental Effects

Aspects associated with risk and hazard identification, management
procedures

Legal Requirement

A system is in place to identify and apply applicable legislation

Objectives and Targets

Aspects associated with environmental objective and target setting

EMS Management

The establishment and maintenance of an environmental
management programme

Structure and Responsibility

To ensure that roles, responsibilities, and authorities are defined,
documented and communicated

Training and Awareness

The establishment of training needs and awareness of impacts on
the environment

Consultation and
Communications

Aspects of internal and external communication procedures

Documentation and
Document Control

Relates to the description of core elements of the EMS and their
interaction, as well as the maintenance of documentation

EMS Operational Controls

The identification, maintenance and development of activities with
potential significant impacts

Emergency Response

Aspects of a procedure to identify and respond to emergency
incidents

Monitoring and
Measurement

Procedure relating to monitoring and measuring environmental
aspects and the maintenance thereof

Non-conformance Control

Defining responsibility and authority for handling and investigating
incidences of non-conformance

Records Management

Aspects associated with the identification, maintenance and
disposal of records

Auditing

Aspects of a procedure or programme to audit and identify nonconformances to the EMS

Management Reviews

Programme to assist top management to review the EMS

The ASPASA ABOUT FACE programme and full audit checklist can be viewed on the ASPASA website at www.aspasa.co.za
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Health and Safety - the ASPASA ISHE programme
The Health and Safety programme was originally
introduced in 1997, mainly in Gauteng and
selected areas. It was called the ASPASA Inland
Regional Safety Competition. As a result of
the experience gained since then and the
suggestions which have come from the industry,
the entire programme was revised extensively
in 1999. It continues to be upgraded each year in
order to keep up to date with the latest
developments in Health and Safety practices.
In 2006 an advanced programme was put
together to satisfy organisations who wanted
to comply to OHSAS 18001 specifications. What
has in effect been achieved is an ASPASA Health
and Safety Standard for the Aggregate and Sand
mining industry, which aligns it closely to the
OHSAS 18001 specification. The Health and
Safety programme consists of an annual
evaluation of those quarries, sand winning
operations and dump operations which

Top 10

Operation

participated in the programme. The evaluation
is conducted over a one day period by a team
of auditors in conjunction with the operations
management team. The team of auditors is led
by an experienced Health and Safety practitioner
with knowledge of the industry. The rest of the
team comprises a representative from the
Regional Directors office of the Department
of Minerals and Energy, as well as local safety
experts and employee representatives. The
programme is called “ISHE” meaning ‘‘Initiating
Safety, Health Education’’. Fatalities and injuries
on quarries in South Africa are preventable.To assist
in achieving this goal, this advanced Health and
Safety programme was introduced and includes
the following matters:
a) Risk management at quarries including risk
assessment;
b) The safety, health and welfare of persons at the
quarries;
c) Aspects of the working environment; and
d) Matters related to high risk tasks.

% Score 2009

Status

1

AfriSam Verulam

99.31%

Showplace

2

AfriSam Coedmore

96.96%

Showplace

3

PPC Laezonia

96.92%

Showplace

4

AfriSam Newcastle

96.50%

Showplace

5

AfriSam Pietermaritzburg

96.45%

Showplace

6

AfriSam Ladysmith

96.01%

Showplace

7

PPC Mooiplaas

95.85%

Showplace

8

AfriSam Umlaas Rd

95.51%

Showplace

9

AfriSam Peninsula

95.31%

Showplace

Lafarge Ninians Empangeni

94.59%

5 Shields

10

ASPASA ISHE audit top ten results in 2009

Still Going Strong: NPC Aggregate South Coast
Regional Manager Clinton Kendall and Quarry
Manager Nomkhosi Xaba at Margate Quarry
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Successful safety and health management
means going beyond the requirements of
legislation and adopting a proactive approach to
safety at a quarry.
In 2007 ASPASA started with a new ISHE
Audit programme, incorporating the OHSAS
18001 Specification, and based on the ISO 9001
Standard. This is not an ISO certification audit,
but rather setting a very high standard with
a consistent way of not only auditing the
documented safety management system, but
also the technical installation and the
implementation of the safety management
system in the day-to-day operation.
The audit programme is unique in the mining
industry in SA as the whole spectrum of
occupational health and safety is verified on
a high standard with all applicable legislation,
regulations,
standards
and
company
requirements. The audits were made compulsory
and one auditor is used by ASPASA to keep
consistency and be consequent in the findings
and expectations.

It is foreseen that ASPASA will come to a point
in the next year or two where all the required
documentation as specified in the audit
programme will be developed and implemented
by the members of ASPASA. The audit will
then only focus on the actual implementation
of documentation and the use thereof by all
employees.
The test of a good safety management system is
when everybody is involved in the development,
use, review and implementation thereof, to
ensure a sustainable system, and to change
human attitude and behaviour toward
occupational health and safety.
In 2008, 76 quarries participated in the ISHE
audit, with only six quarries achieving a 95%
rating or higher. When compared with the 2006
results where 51 quarries participated and 16
quarries had received the coveted “Showplace
Award”, it clearly shows the stringency of the
programme and the rigorous approach ASPASA
has taken to ensure safety in their organisation.

Safety ratings remain rock solid at Margate Quarry
The Margate Quarry, which for many years has
been providing aggregate and other materials to
the construction industry, continues to maintain
a keen focus on quality control, employee
safety and environmental responsibility. The
quarry, which is owned and operated by NPC
Aggregate, voluntarily submits to annual
safety audits performed by the Aggregate and
Sand Producers Association of South Africa
(ASPASA). The 2009 audit produced a rating of
above 90%, landing the quarry an impressive 5
Shields Award. The quarry’s rating on the latest
environmental audit is also very robust.
NPC Aggregate South Coast Regional Manager
Clinton Kendall says, “The ASPASA score is simply
part of the bigger picture of NPC’s attitude
towards our staff and the environment we operate
in. We have a dedicated team at Margate Quarry;

both at NPC Aggregate and our sister company NPC
Concrete, who daily strives to offer builders and
contractors the materials they require, be it for big or
small residential or commercial projects.”
Margate Quarry Manager Nomkhosi Xaba agrees,
“In addition to the ASPASA achievements, we
continue to streamline and enhance our quarrying
operations to serve our customers better while
maintaining a healthy interest in social and
environmental responsibility.”
NPC Aggregate has South Coast plants both at
Margate and Marburg quarries. In addition to a wide
range of aggregates, Margate Quarry also supplies
other materials such as river sand and block blend,
paver blend and ready blends. For more information,
contact NPC Aggregate or their website at:
www.npcaggregate.co.za
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ASPASA represents approximately 65 to 70% of
the combined aggregate production in South
Africa. Members are located in and around all
the major urban areas as well as in remote towns
and locations such as Bethlehem, Umtata and
Stillfontein. Members are present in all nine
provinces.

the very foundations of society’s infrastructure.
Since the value of aggregate is low and the
weight of the product is high, the cost of
transportation becomes a primary factor in the
consumer cost.
Aggregate use is a major contributor to and a
key indicator of economic activity in any region.

4.1 Products and Applications
Aggregate is produced in or near most cities and
towns in South Africa. The annual consumption
of aggregate per capita in South Africa is about
2 tons as compared with approximately 10 tons
in the United States.
Crushed stone and sand and gravel, collectively
called aggregates, are most often used by
the construction industry. Industrial uses of
aggregate include sand for foundry operations,
glass manufacturing, abrasives and filtration
beds of water-treatment facilities, as a source
of calcium in fertilisers, and as a metallurgic flux
stone.
Aggregates make up between 70 to 80 percent of
the volume of concrete and comprise between 90
and 95 percent of the asphalt mix mass.
Our society is dependent of the aggregate
industry for houses, roads, sidewalks, stormwater
drains, sewers, office buildings, hospitals, schools,
harbours, shopping complexes, railroads, dams,
water storage and filtration, to name a few.
Everywhere one looks you will see structures
required by society that has been made with our
product. Concrete and aggregate therefore form

The quality of the aggregate is a critical
component in determining the use and life
of infrastructure and it is therefore vitally
important that the aggregate supplied is both
affordable and durable.
A durable structure requires quality raw
materials, aggregate and cement, and suitably
skilled builders and construction engineers.
Many mining operations (underground mines)
generate waste rock material that is suitable for
beneficiation into good quality aggregate and
sand for concrete and roads.
Reef gold and platinum mines are good examples
and many aggregate producers can be found
winning rock from these dumps.
Industrial by-products such as slag and ash
produced in the iron and steel, petroleum and
power generation industries can also be used as
aggregate in certain applications.
More recently, recycling of concrete into road
building aggregate has developed, usually as
a base course material, and the recycling of
reclaimed asphalt into new asphalt related
products.
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4.2 The Process
A simplified diagram is included below to review the process of the aggregate industry including the
environmental impacts associated with each step:

Process

Description of the Activity

Environmental
Impact

1. Quarrying

The quarry is worked in a series of benches
(platforms) separated by near-vertical faces. Dust, noise and
Carefully planned drilling and blasting operations vibrations
break up the solid rock.

2. Loading & Hauling

The blasting is planned to minimise noise and
vibration, and assist in creating uniform size
fragments of rock. This rock is then loaded by trackmounted shovels or rubber-tyred front-end loaders
into dump trucks ready for transportation to the
processing plant.

3. Conveyors

Raw material is then transported from the quarry
using conveyors, rail wagons or other suitable Dust, CO2 generation
logistics solutions specific to the aggregates through electricity
facility. The crushing operation will typically be usage
adjacent to the quarry.

Dust and noise, CO2
generation through
the use of diesel
vehicles

Preliminary sorting - processing involves crushing
the rock into smaller particles and separating
4. Processing & Logistics these into particular sizes. The particles are Dust and noise
separated either to improve crushing efficiencies
or to produce a specific product.
5. Fine Crushing

Crushing - mechanical crushers are used to reduce
the size of rock pieces. Most crushers operate in an
Dust and noise
open circuit, with material then passing to sorting
(grading).

6. Grading/Screening

Rubber-belted conveyors are used to move rock
Waste after use and
to and from the various separating machines
needs disposal
(screens) and the rock crushers.

7. Stockpiles

Various products including sands and gravels are Dust and water
held in stockpiles ready for distribution.
pollution
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8. Washing

9. Water Recycling

10. Logistics

Finer material is washed to remove fine clays, and
Water pollution
also minimise dust.
Water used for washing and dust abatement is
Water pollution
recycled to extract fine sands from the waste
through the
water. These processes enable plants to minimise
washing of fines
dust with lower water consumption
Final aggregate products are then transported Dust and CO2
to construction sites via appropriate transport generation through
methods, including rail and truck.
the use of vehicles

4.3 Annual Production
All mining concerns are required by law to submit
returns detailing annual production masses and
safety statistics to the respective Regional Offices
of the Department of Mineral Resources (DMR).
These figures are aggregated on a national
basis and periodically published for the industry
as a whole. According to the official annual
production figures available from the Department
of Mineral Resources web page, (www.dme.gov.
za/pdfs/minerals/B1%20Stat%20Tables%202008.
xls) “...the industry produced approximately 63
million tonnes of building aggregate with a sales
value of R3.367 billion for the year 2007.”
The figure differs significantly from the industry
estimated production masses which are
estimated from cement sales and road
construction
activity.
By
contrast
the
industry estimates for aggregate production

in 2007 is approximately 113 million
tonnes with a corresponding sales value of
R6 billion. The official production figure is in
the region of 56% of the industry estimate.
Based on DMR aggregated data, when
compared to the industry estimate, the
contribution of the aggregate industry to
the South African GDP is being significantly
underestimated. Furthermore there is an
obvious gap between revenues returned to the
fiscus in the form of lost Value Added Tax and
personal taxes from producers not submitting
returns to the Department of Mineral Resources.
Presumably, the absence of these industry
returns will also impact on industry health and
safety, BEE and illegal mining statistics in the
country. ASPASA has calculated estimates of
the annual aggregate production masses from
1996, the 2009 figure is included as an estimate.
A graphic representation of the data is also
tabled below.
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5.1 Applicable Legislation
Whilst the lead agent for the quarry industry is the Department of Mineral Resources, the industry
is subject to other legislation at national, provincial and local authority level. The following is an
abbreviated list of possibly the most important legislation applicable to our operating members.

Applicable Legislation

Act Number and Date

The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa

1996

The Mineral and Petroleum Resource Development Act (MPRDA)

Act 28 of 2002

The Mineral and Petroleum Resource Royalty Act

Act 28 of 2008

The Mine Health and Safety Act (MHSA)

Act 29 of 1996

The Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSACT)

Act 85 of 1993

The Environmental Conservation Act (ECA)

Act 73 of 1989

National Environmental Management Act (NEMA)

Act 107 of 1998

Atmospheric Pollution Prevention Act (APPA)

Act 45 of 1965

National Environmental Management Air Quality Act (NEMAQA)

Act 39 of 2004

National Water Act (NWA)

Act 36 of 1998

Water Services Act (WSA)

Act 108 of 1997

Conservational of Agricultural Resources Act (CARA)

Act 43 of 1983

National Environmental Management Biodiversity Act (NEMBA)

Act 10 of 2004

National Nuclear Regulator Act

Act 47 of 1999

National Road Traffic Act (NRTA)

Act 93 of 1996

Administrative Adjudication of Road Traffic Offenders (AARTO)

Act 46 of 1998

National Heritage Resources Act

Act 25 of 1999

National Veld and Forest Fire Act

Act 101 of 1998

Hazardous Substances Act

Act 15 of 1973

Explosives Act

Act 15 of 2003

National Environmental Management: Waste Act

Act 59 of 2008
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5.2 Mining Right Conversions
The promulgation of the Mineral and Petroleum
Resources Development Act (MPRDA), Act 28
of 2002, had as an objective, the State’s
Constitutional obligation to redress historic
prejudice regarding equitable access to the
mineral wealth of South Africa, in particular
through racial discrimination. The Act seeks to
reinvest the mineral wealth of the country in
the State through the systematic elimination
of privately held “mineral rights” and, through
a system of the replacement of mining
authorisations, issued under the now repealed
Minerals Act, Act 50 of 1990, to withdraw socalled “Old Order Rights” and re-issue with “New
Order Rights” issued in terms of the requirements
of the new legislation. The new system includes
a strong emphasis on access to mining rights
by previously disadvantaged persons including
women and introduced the principle of “use it
or lose it” to mining rights issued previously but
where no mining activity had taken place.
The enthusiasm with which the requirements
of the Act were enforced were tempered by the
recognition that, for investors to invest in capital
intensive mining ventures, security of tenure
in respect of prospecting and mining ventures
needed to be guaranteed for a reasonable period
of time that accommodated the possibility of an
attractive return on the investment.
The conversion process from “Old Order Rights”
to “New Order Rights” required a new mind-set
for traditional mining companies and included a
strong social component requiring investment in
the community as well as minimum requirement
for increased shareholding by previously
disadvantaged individuals and communities.
To assist in the execution of the Constitutional
objectives of the MRPDA, a “Mining Charter” was
formulated. The Charter comprises seven pillars.
These are:
• Human Resource Development requiring
mining company investment in skills and

education of all employees;
• Employment
Equity
requiring
the
implementation of “Affirmative Action” to
assist in achieving an employment profile
more representative of the demographics of
South Africa;
• Community Upliftment and Migrant Labour
requiring investment in the infrastructure of
local communities and the eradication of the
migrant labour system that characterised
sectors of past mining in the country;
• Housing and Living Conditions requiring
investment in housing programmes that
address the current housing shortage in the
areas of influence of the mine;
• Preferential Procurement requiring the active
and demonstratable preferred support of BEE
suppliers of goods and services to the mines;
• Beneficiation requirements that encourage
adding value to the mined resources locally,
thereby creating additional related employment and downstream revenues; and finally,
• Ownership and Joint Ventures requiring
increased BEE shareholding and encouraging
the establishment of Joint Ventures between
existing mines and new businesses.
To accommodate the process and give enough
time to allow for a successful implementation
of the required changes, “Transitional
Arrangements” were introduced, and were
designed to allow for the interim preservation
of existing rights to minerals and for the
implementation of the Mining Charter
requirements in support of the conversion
process. The time period for the conversion,
allowed in terms of the Transitional Arrangements, was for 5 years ending in May 2009.
Impact of conversion on ASPASA membership
has been varied with some members achieving
100% of their conversion applications within the
allowed timeframe, whilst other members have
outstanding applications that require additional
work on various aspects of the Charter to be
completed in support of their application.
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5.3 The Royalty Act
The Royalty Act raises a royalty on extractors of
mineral resources, for the transfer of both refined
and unrefined mineral resources for the benefit of
the National Revenue Fund. An extractor is ‘‘Any
person that wins or recovers a mineral resource’’. The
royalty can only ever be levied on the first transfer
of the mineral resource, and will only be levied
once. The following pointers have been developed
for ASPASA members, after lengthy meetings were
held to establish the effect the Act would have on
members, big and small.
The person liable to register and pay royalty is the
holder of a licence or permit:
• The aggregate or sand producer mining in his
own right;
• The mining house selling mine dump material
to a processor;
• The holder of a mining right appointing a
processor mining under his licence.
The base for the Royalty Liability is at “Muck Pile”
(same basis as proposed by the cement industry for
limestone):
• Unprocessed mine dump material;
• Stockpile of extracted, unprocessed sand and
gravel;
• Unprocessed blast rock (for quarries)
“Gross Sales” likewise to be defined at “Muck Pile”
•	SARS cannot, legally, issue a blanket “ruling”
or guideline to the aggregate industry as a
whole, only to individual companies;
• There can be no “simplification” such as blanket
tax rate or outright transfer value for the
industry: it would contradict the Act;
• However, once the principles are agreed with
	SARS, industry players can refer to these in
their engagement with SARS.
What does ASPASA recommend members
should do?
• Read the Act, consult your tax advisor.

Register with SARS as per the deadlines in the Act
if you:
•	Mine a resource for which you hold (or require) a
mining right/permit;
•	Mine a resource for which you have applied for a
conversion.
Contract miners and mine dump operators not
holding a mining right, may advise the licence/
permit holder in writing:
• of the duty to register according to the Act;
•	that according to their interpretation of the Act,
the licence holder will need to register.
Prepare the mid-year (self) assessment and downpayment:
•	put systems in place allowing you to restate both
tax base (“Gross sales”) and EBIT to the values
applicable to your situation. (Beneficiation,
Outbound Transport, Handling, Insurance).
•	the base chosen for “Gross Sales” and “EBIT”
should be defendable and hold scrutiny (“Arm’s
Length” principle).
Further steps may depend on the outcome of
ASPASA’s engagement with SARS. However, every
member remains fully responsible for its dealings
with the Receiver of Revenue.
In terms of section 4(b) (b) of the Competition Act,
ASPASA cannot advise members on whether or how
they may react in the marketplace to the introduction
of the ACT; nor can ASPASA be a discussion forum for
such matters.
According to our knowledge, however, there is
nothing prohibiting individual mining companies
from compensating for the impact of the Royalty,
be it:
•	through an adjustment of prevailing commercial
terms and conditions;
• through a separate surcharge applied to
prevailing commercial terms and conditions.
Members are, however, advised to steer well clear
of any coordinated actions that can be construed or
seen as anti-competitive behaviour.
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5.4 Corporate Social Investment
Socially Responsible Business has become a buzzword throughout many industries in South Africa
over the last few years. CSI has had a pivotal role
to play when it comes to bringing meaningful
transformation to the benefit of all, especially in the
South African context, where the ghosts of the past
still seem to cast shadows on us today.
South Africa’s social needs cannot be provided for
by government alone, and therefore communities
look to industry for assistance. It therefore becomes
a moral duty for businesses to make a difference
by supporting projects that benefit historically
disadvantaged sectors of our society. What we
see happening is that more and more companies
are aligning their core business objectives with
corporate social investment. This in the true sense
will bring together the triple bottom line, thereby
supporting long-term sustainable development
for the betterment of all. ASPASA members have
contributed greatly to social investment initiatives

since its inception, having invested heavily in
different types of projects. Projects range from
small scale projects to big scale initiatives,
depending on the needs of the communities
themselves. Educational investment such as
providing environmental awareness training
to bursary students and underprivileged
communities, the building of schools for the poorer
communities, the rebuilding of a crèche that had
burnt to the ground, the donation of cement for
the repair of roads that have been washed away
during storm events, providing blankets during
winter, and providing computers to underprivileged
schools in rural areas that would otherwise not
have been able to purchase these computers on
their own, are just a few examples of what members
are doing for their communities. ASPASA has been
heavily involved in skills development, in particular
with CLAS (Cement, Lime, Aggregate, and Sand) and
the IOQ-SA (Institute of Quarrying South Africa),
providing generic qualifications for the industry.
A few examples follow.

Laduma in Ladysmith
AfriSam sponsorship helps youth development in Steadville
AfriSam Ladysmith sponsored a “Sidlala Sonke
Interchange” (All Playing Together) soccer
tournament in December 2008 in support of the
Thembalihle Steadville Youth Organisation.
The tournament, which took place from 16 to 18
December 2008, kept the Steadville youth busy with
productive activities during the December holidays.
The AfriSam Quarry is situated inside Steadville
and the sponsorship was a gesture of maintaining
a good relationship with the community. The
previous AfriSam soccer sponsorship involving
the Thembalihle Steadville Youth Organisation
was held in May last year and included a netball
tournament.

AfriSam in making the tournament a great success.
The objectives were youth development, identification of talent as well as crime prevention.
The winning senior team was the TORNADOS from
Tsakane, and the YOUNG 101 junior team from
Thembalihle took the win. A fun day was had by the
Steadville community and AfriSam employees and
representatives alike!

AfriSam was also pleased to sponsor two revolving
trophies, one for each of the winning junior
and senior teams, 10 soccer balls and 30 t-shirts
and caps. Six junior teams and 10 senior teams
participated with around 500 supporters in the
ground. Contributions by other local companies
and the local Ladysmith municipality assisted
AfriSam sponsors a soccer tournament for the Steadville Youth Organisation in Ladysmith
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Newly rebuilt Nzimakwe crèche
Unveiled by Mining Minister
The newly rebuilt Princess Nombuso Early Childhood
Development Centre in Nzimakwe was unveiled by
local and national government officials. The crèche,
which burnt down in March, was rebuilt by NPC with
materials supplied by NPC Aggregate and Concrete
from the Margate Quarry.

of many that his company was involved with on the
South Coast. “In addition to this crèche which will
benefit many children in this rural community, NPC
has also been active in other educational and social
initiatives to help further the opportunities of the
underprivileged people in the Ugu district.

Mineral Resources Minister Susan Shabangu and
Hibiscus Coast Municipality Mayor, Councillor NF
Shusha presided over the official opening of the
crèche and were accompanied by other dignitaries
including the Department of Minerals and Energy
Director General Sandile Nogxina, iNkosi Nzimakwe
and iNkosi Mdlelane respectively.

“NPC is grateful for the opportunity to form
partnerships with the Department of Mineral
Resources;
the
Traditional
Authority
of
KwaNzimakwe; Hibiscus and Ugu Municipalities
and the local communities and through this, to
make meaningful contributions. We hope that this
Centre serves the community well in providing a
safe and uplifting haven for children whilst their
parents are at work during the day.” The official
opening of the Princess Nombuso Early Childhood
Development Centre, which was rebuilt by NPC.

NPC Aggregate and Concrete Managing Director Avi
Bhoora said he was honoured to be involved with the
Princess Nombuso centre and that NPC’s corporate
social investment (CSI) in the project was just one

AfriSam suppliers Tee off
...for a worthy cause
Leading black-controlled construction materials
group AfriSam has raised R60 000 for three charity
organisations through its annual suppliers golf day.
The event was held on Thursday 19 November 2009
at the Randpark Club and 128 players participated.
“We have been hosting this event for the past three
years to thank our key suppliers for their support
and valued business partnership,” says Calie Ehrke,
Supply Chain Manager for AfriSam. “However, this
year we decided to amend the format and invite
suppliers to join us in supporting our employee
involvement programme called Mbeu.”
Mbeu, a Tshivenda word meaning ‘‘seed’’ is AfriSam’s
corporate social responsibility initiative aimed
at encouraging employees to give back to the
community by getting involved in community work.

All three charity organisations are beneficiaries
of the Mbeu programme. “We would like to thank our
suppliers for their support in this initiative and hope
that we will have more partnerships of this nature in
the future,” says Ehrke. In addition to Mbeu, AfriSam
has an intensive CSR programme which focuses on
education and conservation.
The company is involved in various educational
projects nationwide, with the objective of
empowering and equipping communities with the
knowledge and skills, as well as providing them
with the tools and facilities to become self-reliant
and sustainable. The company’s overall Community
Involvement Mission is to understand the needs
of society and communities in areas where it does
business, to make meaningful and sustainable
contributions to their upliftment.

Three cheques, each valued at R20 000, were handed over to
Child Welfare South Africa, SOS Children’s Villages and CANSA
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Everything keeps going right
AfriSam donation helps accelerate HIV/AIDS health care and support
AfriSam has donated a new 14-seater Toyota
Quantum to the Botswana Retired Nurses Society
(BORNUS) to assist them in their mission to provide
health care and support for people living with HIV/
AIDS.
The minibus was handed over at a ceremony held
at the BORNUS clinic in Gaborone on Tuesday
2 December 2008.

their clients daily to and from the centre as well as
when taking them out on community activities.
BORNUS is a non-governmental organisation that
aims to provide quality accessible health care and
support for people living with HIV/AIDS, orphans,
the chronically ill and the aged.

“We viewed BORNUS’ request for assistance in a
serious light as the organisation carries out a vital
and much-needed community service which makes
a significant contribution to the fight against HIV/
AIDS in the country,” says Tsholo Diale, Corporate
Social Responsibility Manager for AfriSam.
“The objectives of the centre are in line with our CSR
mission to assist in uplifting communities within
which we operate.”
The minibus will help BORNUS when transporting

Keeping positive
AfriSam sponsors new ARV centres to aid treatment of HIV/AIDS
AfriSam handed over seven new Anti Retro Viral
(ARV) dispensing centres to the Clinics Department
of Kweneng District of Botswana in December 2008
The centres, which AfriSam sponsored to the value
of P493 500, will benefit 220 000 people who are
either infected or affected by HIV/AIDS in the region.
Currently 4 318 out of 6 492 HIV positive people in
the district are on ARV therapy. The dispensing
centres are located in Motokwe, Sojwe, Gabane,
Kopong,
Lentweletau,
Kudumelapye
and
Mmankgodi.
The funds donated by AfriSam were used to install
burglar bars on the roofs, windows and doors of the
rooms, as well as the installation of air conditioners
and other necessary equipment.
According to a report by the Clinics Department
of the district, the health centres will reduce the
distance that patients have to travel to the current
dispensing centres as well as the defaulter rate
which can lead to an epidemic of drug resistance with
severe costs and public health implications.

“AfriSam views this initiative as an important part
of the overall fight against HIV/AIDS,” says Tsholo
Diale, Corporate Social Responsibility Manager for
AfriSam. “We are continuously looking for ways in
which we can assist as a corporate citizen to make
a meaningful contribution to the communities
within which we operate.” This initiative is part of
government’s plan towards the goal of ‘no infection
by the year 2016’ and an AIDS-free generation in
Botswana by 2016.
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Modern urbanised society utilises aggregate
products to support almost all human activities.
One just has to consider:
•	the water in our taps - it is sourced from
dams, transported in pipes or canals, cleaned
and purified in water works and stored in
reservoirs;
•	our house foundations, bricks and mortar,
paving, pools, sewage pipelines and stormwater drains;
•	our roads, rail systems, harbours, airports,
hospitals, schools, stadiums and office blocks.
All of these structures include aggregates ranging
in mass per unit volume up to 85% in concrete and
95% in some asphalt! The use and demand for
aggregate product is endless and is an absolutely
necessary input into a sustainable economy
- an economy that can sustain our increasing
population and human needs.
ASPASA members supply a growing mass of
aggregate required throughout the country. Our
members, through their commitment to the
ASPASA Environmental Policy, Code of Ethics and
through their compulsory participation in the
ASPASA About Face environmental programme
are mindful of their obligations regarding the
support for development that is sustainable. In
fact, a recurring question amongst new members
and society at large is “how do we equate
aggregate mining of a finite resource with the
concept of sustainability?” After all, as we supply
aggregate from a quarry we deplete the resource
ultimately to its exhaustion! How then is this
sustainable?
Quite obviously in the example given above,
the supply of aggregate from the quarry is
not sustainable into the future. However, the

principles of sustainable development as
pronounced in the International Chamber of
Commerce Business Charter for Sustainable
Development (1991)1, and included in the ASPASA
policy and About Face programme address,
amongst others:
•	Corporate priority - recognition of environmental management as amongst the highest
corporate priorities;
•	Integrated management - integrating policies,
programmes and practices into each business;
•	Process of improvement - essentially assuring
continuous (environmental) performance
improvement;
• Employee education - education and training
of employees to conduct their activities in an
environmentally responsible manner;
• Products and services - to develop and produce
products and services that have no undue
environmental impact;
• Facilities and operations - develop, design and
operate facilities and conduct activities
taking into consideration efficient use of
energy and materials, including waste
management programmes;
• Emergency preparedness - develop and
maintain emergency preparedness plans;
• Contributing to the common effort contributing to the development of public
policy,
business,
governmental
and
intergovernmental
programmes
and
educational
initiatives
that
enhance
environmental awareness and protection;
• Openness to concerns - fostering of openness
and dialogue with employees and the
public;
• Compliance and reporting - the measurement
of environmental performance through regular
audits and associated reporting.
1

http://www.bsdglobal.com/tools/principles_icc.asp
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6.1  How our programmes are contributing to
more sustainable development
The ASPASA Environmental Policy and About Face
environmental programme cover these aspects
with the audits assessing performance against
them within an ISO 14 001 Environmental
Management System framework. Member
performance against these criteria can be
assessed in the ASPASA About Face results
and individual member activities presented
elsewhere in this report.
An overall philosophy enjoyed by ASPASA
members is the recognition that quarrying is a
temporary land use that transforms the land
form from one use, i.e. mining, to a new use
that may include returning to an agricultural,
recreational, or infrastructural end use such
as water storage, land-filling, commercial,
residential, or a mixture of the above - this for
both current and future generation use.
Our member obligation is then to look forward to,
on the completion of quarrying, leaving behind a
self-sustaining or positively useful land form.
In conclusion, whilst the mining component of
our industry may not be sustainable into the
future for individual mines, the combined results
of our commitments and practices towards
current and future society support a sustainable
society into the future.

6.2  Optimal Resource Utilisation
Electrical Reductions/ Maximum Demand / Power
Factor Correction
As early as the mid 1980s members of the
industry have been focusing on the reduction of
electrical energy consumption. ASPASA members
have ongoing programmes for upgrading and
installing power factor correction equipment and
energy efficient crushers and electrical motors,

the results of these actions being a reduction
of overall electrical energy consumption. In SA’s
current electricity crisis, it is pleasing to know
that ASPASA members are doing their bit for
the country, as well as the environment. Key
environmental reporting indices at plant level
include the reporting of electrical energy in
KWhr/ton of aggregate produced, with quarry
managers setting reduction targets associated
with energy consumption.

6.3  Fuel

Awareness,

Improved

Upgrading

Maintenance,

Fleets,

Improved

Training
Diesel forms a significant source of energy for
the industry, supplying energy for drilling,
loading and hauling and, in some instances,
blasting and electrical energy generation.
The optimising of quarry and haul, road design
and the internal transport of crushed product in
the plant can contribute significantly to reduced
diesel fuel requirement.
The ASPASA About Face environmental programme includes an assessment of the
electrical energy and diesel consumption of
related operations. See Assessing Measurement,
Monitoring and Reporting in Section 4.4.6.11 of
the audit programme.
Over and above the biennial ASPASA About Face
environmental audit, individual ASPASA members
run their own plant environmental performance
assessments. In the member example included
overleaf, the performance of the operation against
key environmental performance indicators can
clearly be seen.
Here, the audit results confirm overall good
governance but clearly identify a need for
improved resource management. The “resource”
indicator includes an assessment of electrical and
fuel energy management.
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Results from an ASPASA member’s internal plant environmental performance assessment confirms good environmental governance, but with a
need to improve on Resource Management

6.4  Reducing the Industry’s Dependence on
Fresh Water
With an average annual rainfall of approximately
675 mm and a distribution from less than 10
millimetres in the desert west to in excess of
2000 millimetres in the sub-tropical east, the
distribution of rainwater across South Africa is
sparse and uneven, with significant seasonal and
annual variations. South Africa is classified as a
water scarce country.
The bulk of ASPASA member aggregate production is supplied to the construction industry
in the form of asphalt and concrete aggregates.
In both market segments our customers prefer
aggregate with low dust content. In the case
of asphalt production, less dust improves
the adhesion of the bitumen to the aggregate
particle with a consequent lowering of the
volume of bitumen required for the mix. In the
case of concrete, less dust means less water
required in the mix to wet the particle surfaces,
translating into less cement required in the mix
for the desired concrete strength. Our customers
thus prefer aggregate that has low dust content.
To supply this, in most cases, requires the use
of water to wash the aggregate. In the case of
both the asphalt and concrete case the hidden
environmental savings brought about by washed
aggregate are also often overlooked, namely

reduced resource consumption in the form of
bitumen, cement, water and their respective
transport requirements! At the aggregate
production facility the need for clean aggregate
has its own implications and consequences. As
a typical rule of thumb it takes around 1 cubic
metre of water to adequately wash 1 cubic metre
of stone.
This water has to be sourced, pumped to specially
designed washing screens to wash the aggregate
to the required specification. The aggregate wash
water, which is contaminated with rock fines,
must be handled on site with no resultant
pollution of either ground or surface water sources.
This requires containment, transportation to
settlement ponds for sedimentation to take
place and the handling of the recovered water
- a complete separate processing train with
incumbent costs.
The ASPASA About Face environmental
programme requires measurement and reporting
of water consumption and, wherever possible,
the recovery and recycling of product wash
water so as to reduce the consumption of fresh
water from the water reserve. Fines settled out
in the washing process are reincorporated into
saleable sub-base product or collected in “slimes
dams”, dumped to overburden, or utilised for
landscaping purposes during concurrent or
closure rehabilitation. In some instances washing
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fines and dust filter residues are collected by
horticulturalists and gardeners for use as slow
release fertilisers.

of mining and associated activities on the
surrounding environment in effect reducing the
mining footprint of the operation.

The growing awareness amongst our members,
brought about in part by ASPASA programmes,
increasing environmental awareness and rising
water charges - both consumption and discharge
- has led to the increased practice of water
recycling at operations. Here water from fines
settlement facilities is recovered and reused in the
washing process. Fresh water savings of up to 60%
and more can be achieved by quarries practising
wash water recovery and recycling. As it is unlikely
that our members’ customers will readily move
away from washed aggregates, however, ASPASA
will continue to promote the growing practice
amongst members to recover wash water and
recycle it on their sites.

Incorporated into approved EMPs, daily mining
programmes and the bi-ennial ASPASA About
Face audits are requirements that encourage
the:
• initiation of concurrent rehabilitation of
worked mining faces at the earliest
opportunity;
• planting of trees and landscaping of mining
related waste dumps concurrent with mining;
• separation of clean and polluted water streams
on the mining property; and
• mining that is consistent with the mine
closure objectives included in the EMP.

6.5  Reducing Mining Footprint Through
Improved Mine Planning
Quarrying is by its very nature an obtrusive
activity that consumes and impacts natural
resources including biomes, habitat and vistas.
It is a necessary human activity supporting our
lifestyle and needs, both real and perceived.
Injudicious surface mining in past years has left
behind scars in the ground, often surrounded
by abandoned structures, invasive plants and
unrehabilitated surfaces. The advent of
mining related environmental management
programmes (EMPs) as a condition to the
issue of mining licences by the authorities,
coupled to industry and in-house management
programmes, has resulted in increased awareness of the need to minimise the area of impact

A rehabilitated quarry bench and face at Coedmore
Quarry significantly reduces the rehabilitation liability whilst
also reducing the mining and CO2 footprint at the operation

Immediate benefits of these actions include
improved aesthetics, community acceptance
of the mine and employee morale. Financial
benefits for the mine and its shareholders include
on-going management of the environmental
liability created through the mining activity with
concurrent rehabilitation actually measurably
reducing that liability. A more recent dimension
currently being explored by a member is the
impact that the reduced mining footprint and
initiation of concurrent rehabilitation will have
on the overall CO2 footprint of the operation.
Although at an early stage in its development,
the programme that measures the encapsulated
CO2 equivalent in the aggregate produced has
produced some interesting results. Voluntary
programmes such as these demonstrate the
commitment of ASPASA members towards
environmental stewardship.

Some 6 000 m2 of alien plants have been removed and
approximately 10 000 indigenous trees and shrubs
have been planted at AfriSam’s Coedmore Quarry
near Durban which has been in operation for 92 years.
Although legislation dictates that mines and quarries
be rehabilitated at closure, AfriSam has taken a more
proactive approach to rehabilitation.
		
		

Environmental Management –
September/October 2009
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6.6  Recycling Returned Load Concrete Into
Base Course Materials - A Growing
Trend
A number of ASPASA members are strongly
associated with readymix concrete production
facilities. An ongoing problem experienced by
readymix concrete producers is that associated
with return concrete, return concrete being
concrete that has not been consumed by the
customer.
Whilst the easy option is to simply dump the
concrete on the customer’s site or to landfill
the product, a growing trend is to recycle the
aggregate in the concrete. Recycling is conducted
either by returning the concrete to a recycling
facility at the readymix plant where the wet
concrete is separated into individual components
and recycled back into lower strength product,
or by delivering it to an associated quarry where
the concrete is allowed to harden before being
reprocessed into saleable product.
Individual member environmental programmes
encourage the recycling of construction rubble
where the rubble does not impact on the quality
or durability of the final quarry product.

6.7  Improved blasting Using Less Explosives
The science of blasting has come a long way
since the days of dynamite and burning fuses.
Advances in blasting technology have not been
limited to explosives alone but have also included
blast design, timing and safety.
The benefits of an integrated modern blast have
implications for costs, in the form of reduced
overall explosive costs per tonne of aggregate;
environmental, in the form of reduced blasting
vibration, noise, dust and resource consumption;
through to safety, in the form of more stable
explosives less susceptible to uncontrolled
detonation, fewer incidences of “fly-rock” and
dangerous “back-break”.
The aim of blasting in aggregate quarries is good
rock fragmentation at acceptable cost. There are

various methods to improve fragmentation in a
blast, but the challenge has been to improve the
fragmentation in the blast without increasing
the cost. The advent of accurate blast timing
through the use of electronic initiation has
helped the industry to improve the resultant
rock fragmentation, loosen the blast muck pile,
and reduce oversize and back-break without
increasing the powder factor.
Through cooperation with industry explosive
suppliers our members have been able to
modify blast design, changing from inter-row to
individual inter-hole delays that enable adaption
to specific quarry parameters such as the geology,
bench face height and hole diameter.
Fine tuning of these parameters has allowed
for a reduction in the linear metres drilled per
blast as well as the powder factor per tonne
of blasted rock. The introduction of reducing
burdens towards the back of the blast has further
resulted in looser muck piles and easier machine
loading. Collectively reducing fuel, energy and
man-hours involved per blast.
Modern blast initiation systems have significantly reduced the vibrations, both ground and
air-blast that have been a major bone of contention
with our neighbours over the years. In instances
this has resulted in our members being able to
mine within 100 metres of their houses without
concern of complaint.

6.8  Mine Rehabilitation and End-Use Turning
Liabilities into Assets
In a paper titled “The changing dynamics of quarry
rehabilitation”2 presented at the 37th Annual
General Meeting of the South African branch of
the Institute of Quarrying in March 2006, an
industry environmental manager discusses the
changing mindset of the quarry industry towards
identified end-uses for aggregate quarries and
the growing trend for these properties to be
taken up by developers of commercial, residential
and mixed development properties. The paper
presents examples of real life South African
commercial, residential and mixed commercial/
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residential developments that have taken place
on previously quarried properties proposing
that the aggregate and sand industry in South
Africa accept the temporary nature of quarrying
as a land-use and consider on-going concurrent
and final closure rehabilitation that prepares the
final quarry for an alternative land-use suitable
for development into commercial, residential of
mixed developmental end uses.
The paper and the presentation are available
from the Institute of Quarrying - www.iqsa.co.za

Although not as high profile, illegal mining is also
a problem for the aggregate industry.
Two forms of illegal mining can be distinguished.
Artisanal small mining (ASM) and blatant
opportunism generally executed by fairly
sophisticated pit raiders who have access to
earthmoving and mobile equipment, and moving
in and out of “borrow pits” ahead of authorities “opportunistic miners”.

2

The paper concludes that:
“The aggregate quarry industry contributes daily
to the development of our nation. As an industry
we are an essential link, or enabler, for South Africa
to achieve its targeted 6% annual growth rate.
We practise mining methods and employ
environmental management programmes that
move us towards achieving development that
is sustainable. With a change in our current
thinking, a paradigm shift, namely, that through
our quarrying activities we are creating an
environmental asset as opposed to a liability; we
will position our industry as a positive contributor
to sustainable development. At the same time
we will maximise the opportunities presented
to our industry from air-space created from our
quarrying activities.”
Some examples of post mining development of
quarries include: (see images below).

6.9 Impact of Illegal Mining on Sustainability
The issue of illegal mining has been fairly topical in
the press of late due to illegal mining of gold mines.
A substantial number of these “illegal miners”
were killed due to fires underground in an area
where the mine operator had stopped mining.
The old Hilton Quarry - an example
of mixed commercial and business
development

Oberegg limestone quarry, Switzerland –
a quarry transformed into a community
asset

ASM is usually conducted to sustain subsistence
living. Practitioners are usually poor, uneducated
and desperate. Methods employed by them are
not only dangerous, but environmentally
unfriendly. ASM mining is not seen as malicious
but borne out of necessity.
Opportunistic miners on the other hand,
deliberately flout the law, move in and out
without any regard for landowners, health
and safety, environment and the unfortunate
employee. These operators choose to mine
illegally and through this practice, optimise
profits at the expense of the greater community.
They pay no royalties or tax, and ultimately they
comply with no law, leaving behind degraded,
unrehabilitated environments.
Taking a closer look at the law governing mining
activities in South Africa, the following is noted:
Mining in South Africa is regulated by the Mineral
and Petroleum Resources Development Act 28
of 2002 and amended by Act 49 of 2008. Also
of relevance to the legislation is the National
Environmental Management Act 107 of 1998,
which has also been amended by Act 62 of 2008.
The MPRDA is focused on applications for or
holders of the various types of rights, permits and
permissions to mine.

The Eden Project, St Austell, Cornwall, UK,
an example of a quarry developed into a
popular recreational facility

Mixed commercial and residential
development at a disused quarry in
Bellville, Western Cape
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What is “land”? The definition includes the
surface of the land and the sea. This means stones
or rocks on the land are part of this definition. The
definition of “mine” is also clear. It means “any
excavation in the earth or under other water or in
any residue deposit (mine dumps), as well as any
borehole made for the purpose of searching for or
mining a mineral”.
It then continues to state that any other place
where a mineral resource is being extracted,
which includes a list of activities such as stockpiles, access roads or objects situated on such an
area is also part of the mine.
What is important to note is that the Mine
Health and Safety Act 29 of 1996 also defines
“mine”. It states that any place where a mineral
deposit is being exploited and includes mining
of a mineral.
The issue of who is the owner of land is also
important. The Act states that it is the person
in whose name the land is registered or if it is
land owned by the State, means the State
together with the occupant of that piece of land.
The definition also includes foundry sand, plant
waste, ash or any other product derived from or
incidental to a mining operation and which is
stockpiled, stored or accumulated for potential
re-use. It is also necessary for any person who
wishes to apply for a mining right, to lodge
an application with the Regional Office of the
Department of Mineral Resources (DMR).
Is aggregate, gravel, clay or sand a mineral? The
definition of mineral states “any substance,
whether in solid or other, occurring naturally in
or on the earth, which was formed by or subjected
to a geological process, and includes, sand, stone,

rock, gravel, clay, soil and any mineral occurring
in residue stockpiles or in residue deposits”.
So all of the above are considered a mineral
resource. This includes the topsoil sold by some
companies, the so called “stones” or pebbles
farmers or crushing operations sell to nurseries.
The road builders who claim crushing activities
are construction related activities, or the
construction company that cleans dams or cuts
platforms and then sells the materials, are also
deemed to be mining.
Complaints about illegal mining can be lodged
with the DMR, the “Green Scorpions”, the
Receiver of Revenue to determine if VAT is paid,
and to the newly established Hawks (previously
the Scorpions).
At the end of the day, there is a law which needs
to be enforced. The mineral belongs to the
State and illegal mining means that theft
of Government assets is taking place.
Unfortunately, due to the lack of resources in
many of our government departments, ASPASA
and its members are urged to keep a vigilant
eye out for activities like this.
ASPASA and its members must take issue
with opportunistic miners. It is this group of
operators that need to be brought to book.
ASPASA will continue to assist the DMR by
reporting perpetrators to the authorities.
ASPASA encourages the authorities to exercise
all force and legal resources at their disposal to
stop this exploitative scourge. Consideration
needs to be given to the confiscation of machinery
and equipment involved in such illegal mining.
This should be considered in conjunction with
the levying of appropriate fines, followed by

AfriSam’s Peninsula Quarry,
Western Cape
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directives to force complete restoration of the
disturbed area to its former state.
It is not only unfair to legal operators that follow
the correct procedures and protocols, it is also
illegal. Illegal miners rob the land of materials
and often enough, once they have gained enough
from it, they leave the land derelict and visually
damaged.
This is not only an aesthetic eyesore, but unfair
to member quarries who have committed to ongoing environmental performance improvement
of their operations.

6.10 Community Forums
The ASPASA environmental policy commits
ASPASA members to, amongst others, the
maintenance of “communication channels with
authorities, neighbours and other stakeholders”.
This open communication is further encouraged
and audited as a component of the ASPASA
About Face Environmental Management System.
Over a period of time our members have been
reaching out to their neighbours and other
stakeholders through a number of initiatives.
Some of these have been brought about through
community pressure on the quarry after conflict
that may relate to dust, noise, blast vibration,
vehicle movement through the suburbs, product
spillage on the roads, or aesthetic judgements.
Over time a growing number of quarries have
experienced benefits from being proactive with
these communities and other stakeholders to
the degree that the quarry has enjoyed the
support of the community for short-term projects
that have a nuisance value for the community
but on completion bring reward to both the
community and the mine.
A case in point relates to the 107 year old AfriSam
Ferro Quarry in Pretoria where in 1996 the
neighbouring communities located immediately
south and north of the quarry served notice

that they were to actively lobby for the closure
of the mine following resident complaints of
blasting damage, dust settlement and noise
originating from the quarry on their community.
Management from the quarry attended an open
community meeting in the adjoining residential
area where approximately 50 angry residents
had gathered. Following open and at times
heated discussion, the establishment of the Ferro
Community Forum was agreed to. A community
representative was elected as Chairperson and
dates were agreed for the first meeting.
This forum has been active for 13 years and has
resolved many burning community issues, the
first being associated with the initial complaints
relating to dust, vibration and noise. The findings
of the committee were that the dust was
originating from a nearby building construction
site; the cracks in the houses were found by
the CSIR to have resulted from poor building
construction.
The quarry amended operating hours and
screened crushers and screen houses to reduce
noise emission from the operation. Subsequently,
with the agreement of the community the mine
obtained permission to establish an overburden
dump on mine land within 50 metres of
community housing!
There are many such stories emanating from
ASPASA members who hold community “Open
Days”, host schools, universities, customers and
authorities. Quarry managers are required to
be proactive and those that have a high level of
community involvement enjoy a high level of
community support.
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The Aggregate and Sand industry in South Africa
remains “hyper-competitive” and, even though we
have seen massive strides taking place within the
industry and amongst our members, in a number
of areas we still display poor standards and low
productivity when compared to counterparts in
the developed world.
The aggregate industry has the potential for
significant growth in both the formal and informal
sectors in the medium term. For this growth to
be achieved it requires improved corporation
between industry members and authorities,
meaningful and across the board co-regulation,
and increased capacity of the State to execute its
responsibilities in terms of legislation including
the Constitution.
Through these, and cooperation with the formal
industry, joint initiatives can be designed and
introduced to assist illegal operators in the
informal sector to legalise their activities. With
interventions like these, government and the
formal sector will be able to improve the SMEs’
financial, environmental and health and safety
performance into the future, and thereby creating
stability in the industry, broaden the tax base, and
ensure the future sustainability of the aggregate
and sand industry in South Africa.
Improved measurement of the Aggregate
Industry is needed by the DMR in order to
successfully manage responsibilities accorded to
it through the Constitution and mining specific
legislation. The current collection of production
and sales data by the authorities is known to
be incomplete, as submissions returned to the
authorities is from the formal sector only, while
the informal sector continues falling outside the
submission list.
ASPASA therefore recommends to the DMR that
submissions be broadened to include all mining,
private and public sector, and penalties for noncompliance to submission requirements be
enforced. Remember that “If you can’t measure
it, you can’t manage it”. When granting mining
licences the DMR needs to adopt a holistic
approach, which should identify and consider

all criteria supportive of a financially healthy,
sustainable industry at minimum cost to the
environment. The approach must be supportive
of the principles of sustainable development. Key
considerations in the granting of mining licences
include the need to factor in existing market
conditions so as to avoid the proliferation of new
quarries that threaten market stability, optimal
use of resources, and minimising the cumulative
mining footprint with associated environmental
impacts.
The DMR has the appointed responsibility to
apply the provisions of the MHSA and the MPRDA
equitably across the country when it comes
to policing and control of regulations. ASPASA
already recognises the limited availability of
resources within this government department,
and therefore accordingly invites the DMR to
engage the association with a view to developing
a mix of co- and self-regulatory initiatives that
can achieve ASPASA’s goals for the long term
viability of this industry. By doing this, improved
standards from both the formal and informal
sectors will be encouraged.
Such a drive by the authorities coupled to
“industry benchmarking” and cooperative
governance between the DMR and the formal
sector will raise the standard of the quality,
safety, health and environmental aspects, whilst
at the same time improving productivity and
financial performance.
This will also further benefit employees through
upliftment, improved working conditions and
higher pay. With such collaboration, issues
such as lack of environmental compliance (dust,
noise, vibration control); poor health and safety
conditions including HIV/AIDS; lack of training
and mentorship; and poor pay and exploitation
of workers can be addressed effectively and
timeously.
In the absence of an existing licenced quarry
operation in the economic vicinity of a road
upgrade or refurbishment, borrow pits seem to
offer an acceptable alternative. However, over the
last few years, borrow pits seem to have multiplied
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in numbers and the full environmental costs of
these small-scale mines are not factored into
their financial justification. These costs include
rehabilitation of the site after use, and the loss
of land use associated with the pits during their
life. When these pits are closed or abandoned, the
legacy of short term temporary land use conflicts
with the very principle ASPASA members subscribe
to, that is the principle of sustainable development. Accordingly then, ASPASA recommends
that official DMR policy should be that the nearest
and most competitive quarry must be utilised as
the source of material, unless it is quite clearly
commercially unfeasible.

8.  Conclusion
ASPASA and its members identify with the
principles of sustainable development, and
recognise that a responsible aggregate industry
is a precursor to economic growth. Sustainable
development will ideally offer quarries the
opportunity to be competitively priced, while
producing quality products to the growing
economy of South Africa. The world has certainly
stood up and taken notice that South Africa is
a country with potential, and worth investing
in. The fact that South Africa hosted the 2010
Soccer World Cup is true testimony to this, as is
South Africa’s ability to host a tournament of this
magnitude in the future.
ASPASA members have been at the forefront of
this momentous occasion by providing building
materials to the many stadiums built for this
tournament, and will continue to be the first
choice supplier of materials for the construction
industry in the years to come. The industry has
certainly built a name for itself.
With economic growth comes responsibility
for the products supplied to the market, and
therefore belonging to an industry body such as
ASPASA gives the construction industry and the
greater public peace of mind through knowing
that these products are being mined in an
environmentally responsible manner. ASPASA
and its members, through the introduction of

stringent environmental and health and safety
programmes, are committed to continuous
environmental and health and safety performance
improvement. Members are encouraged to
promote best practice by meeting all established
environmental regulatory requirements and,
where practical, to do better than what the law
and regulations require.
ASPASA’s drive to be recognised and accepted
as a significant generator of revenue in
South Africa doesn’t end there. Members are
encouraged to strive for excellence in
environmental affairs and to proactively
demonstrate environmental stewardship in all
aspects of their operations.
The aggregate and sand industry will therefore
continue to promote and accelerate a responsible
industry that is committed to:
• Responsible infrastructure development and
economic growth;
• Improved standards in the industry as a whole
and in the community at large;
• Improved skills development resulting in
improved productivity and output quality;
• Safer and healthier working conditions for all
employees;
• Improved environmental performance;
• The support of Broad-based Black Economic
Empowerment (BBBEE);
• Responsible and meaningful self- and coregulation; and meaningful SME and ASM
development and assistance programmes.
As an industry, members of ASPASA are committed
to the attainment of goals of the Mining Charter
that will lead to continued improvement of
the infrastructure and social well-being of the
communities in which we operate. Members
must work with community leaders and citizens
groups, and participate in open communication
with neighbours and the public at large. ASPASA
welcomes the opportunity to meet with
interested parties to debate and clarify issues,
and to provide any additional information if
required, as we believe that wise environmental
stewardship is good business, and good for
business.
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9. Other Role Players - Associated Industry
Details
ASPASA -Contact
Contributing Towards
Development that is Sustainable

ACMP - Association of Cementitious Material Producers
Web: www.acmp.co.za

ASPASA - Aggregate and Sand Producers Association of Southern Africa
Web: www.aspasa.co.za

C & C I - Cement and Concrete Institute
Web: www.cnci.org.za

IOQ - Institute of Quarrying
Web: www.iqsa.co.za

SARMA - Southern African Readymix Association
Web: www.sarma.co.za

CoM – Chamber of Mines
Web: www.bullion.org.za
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